CIS Training Evaluation conducted on behalf of the Manitoba Customer Contact Association
May 2013 – July 2013

Project: To conduct a training needs assessment to help MCCA understand and know what potential
“gaps” there are in relation to the current training provided by the MCCA and what the contact centre
industry desires. To identify what are the future training needs and who is it that needs the training –
where are the companies going to invest in their training.
Objective: To have an overall understanding on the value of the training that is available to people who
work in the contact centre industry that is provided through MCCA – What is the ROI (rate of
Investment) on the training.
 Curriculum content
 Knowledge transfer
 Positive results
 Impact on job performance
To contact and conduct face-to-face interviews with participants of the CIS course/s
Secondary Objective:
 To discover what training would be / what is valuable going forward
 What do we need to do to encourage more participation
 Why there is a lack of follow-thru to complete the full CIS program
This would involve meeting with the person in charge of the training budget/initiative.

Summary:
Overall the information that was gathered from the course participants, as well as from
Managers/Directors of the participants was very positive.
The total number of participants, who were available to conduct an evaluation with, was 33 – with 10 of
those being Managers/Directors. I was unable to locate the remaining participants as they had either
retired or moved on to other opportunities. That number was approximately 20.
13 of the participants interviewed had graduated from the CIS program.
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Summary of Courses
The MCCA courses were well received by the participants in the CIS Program, with the Operations
Management and Customer Relationship Management being the preferred sessions out of the 3 most
common courses delivered. The information learned from the courses provided the participants with
information that they were able to use in the positions they worked in as well as assist with career
succession within their organizations.
The University of Manitoba Courses were very well received as well. The 2 Supervisor courses, as well as
the Human Resource Management course were referred to often. Information and learning’s that the
participants gained was used immediately with their teams and they continue to use this useful
information today. This is even after 4-5 years after they have taken these courses.
Overall, the participants felt this was a good course for people who are either in a Supervisor role or for
people who have the ambition to move into a supervisor or management role within a contact centre.
People that were already in a management position, prior to taking the CIS program felt that the
program was a great refresher and reinforced the skills used by new Supervisors and Managers.

Individual Course Assessment (based on the interviews with the participants – up to 22 people)

1. Would you say that the course met your expectations?__________________________
If so how ? ___ (looking for how the learning was applied to the workplace, how it helped the individual,
discuss skills and knowledge gained, was there an impact on their job performance)
If not?___ (Looking for what was missing? What were their expectations? What could have been done
better? Looking for anything that could create a greater value for the learners)

MCCA Courses
Contact centre Operations Management
The evaluation of this program meeting the expectations of the participants was 98%. People
commented on the value of touring other contact centre facilities and actually being able to see and
understand how other contact centres use information to manage their business.
Newer supervisors mentioned that the class discussions were of great value to them. Learning the
various measurements and how to manage centers with this data proved to be valuable to the
participants. People commented that they were now better qualified to explain the “why” to their team
members – which translated into improved productivity and score cards.
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A participant – from MTS – after taking this course, was able to explain and show a department what the
key performance indicators (KPI’s) for their job meant and how they could impact them. They had a big
issue with wait times from internal customers. Working with this department reduced the calling wait
time – which ultimately lead to increased productivity and increased quality of the calls – which
ultimately flowed back to the external customer (shortened the callers’ wait times over all resulting in
happier more satisfied customers.)

Customer Relationship Management
Overall the participants in this course were split over the overall content of this program. It appears
that this was due to how the course was delivered. At one time it was more of a project/presentation
based format and the participants learned from each other rather than from industry. The people who
participated in the most recent course found the content to be quite useful and through their
discussions and the information presented they have been able to apply the information to their current
positions.
Learning’s that people were able to apply directly to their working environment consisted of having the
overall understanding of the impact of customer relations to sustaining and growing the business. It
really changed the mindset of a few of the participants as to how to support and present this
information to their teams. It was mentioned that the team discussions during the program were very
valuable.
Although there have been different facilitators of this program, overall the facilitators were very
knowledgeable.
Feedback for improvement for this program was that the material needs to be updated and to have
more structure in the classroom setting (it appears this may have happened for the latest session) as the
contact centre industry changes on a constant basis. The participants of this course recommended it for
anyone wishing to move into a supervisor role to assist them with understanding the importance of
Customer Relationship Management. Also people mentioned that they felt the course – with the
current material – was too long and could have been covered in a much shorter timeframe.
Customer Contact Centre Technology
The evaluation for this program meeting the expectations of the participants was also split. Participants
did find that various contact centre technologies were presented and discussed – but unless they were
in a position where they could apply the information, they found staying focused a challenge. The
people who could apply the knowledge found that it was very useful. Also participants had thought
there would be more focus on reports, CRM solutions and how to utilize it, IVR’s (actually working on
flow-charts how to use and why) and skills routing. The majority of the participants did mention that it
was a good introduction to technology within a contact centre. The people that were able to take this
information and use it - found they now had a better understanding of real-time service management –
learning and applying how to forecast and plan ahead based on history - and this assisted them on
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proactively assigning breaks – which improved their service levels, thus increasing their productivity and
quality.
Two of the participants from the Canada Drugs team were able to take information learned that related
to Live Chat. Their initial interpretation for the Chat in their centre was to use it for PR reasons and it
was perceived as a “Cost” service. From the information discussed in the course (along with the Sales
portion in the Operations course) – they realized there was so much more that could be done with it.
They presented a business case to the management team – and worked on improving what they had, as
well as worked with the training team to provide additional training to staff. They improved the
conversion rate of the chat conversions from 5% to 16% in 3 months (going from a Customer service
program with virtually no value to now contributing to over $50,000 in monthly sales). They now have a
program in place that also recognizes people who perform well at this initiative and have additional staff
that provide this service.
The participants found that the material needs to be updated on a regular basis as the industry
technology changes at a fast pace. (This has been done)

The other MCCA courses offered had not been delivered as of the time of the evaluation due to a lack
of demand from the industry. However there has been an increased interest from the participants and
their managers for a Course on Contact Centre Financials (which has yet to be developed and offered
by MCCA.) Currently MCCA is investigating the viability of developing and offering this course.

University of Manitoba Courses
Overall the participants in the CIS program who took the University of Manitoba Courses found them to
be very valuable. The main courses taken were the Supervisor 1 & 2, Managing the Human Resource
Function and Managerial Communication.
The knowledge learned in these sessions are used in the daily activities of the participants today. These
skills range from coaching and developing their staff, effective performance management, to improved
communication – both with their teams and upper management. All of these skills and knowledge have
assisted the participants to work with their teams to continually improve job performance and increase
quality for their teams as well as for their customers.
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What would be your greatest barrier to taking the CIS programs? _____________________
(Looking for: cost, location; timing, availability, employer support, etc)
The people who participated in the CIS program were sponsored by their employer – so for them cost
was not a factor in taking the courses. If they were required to pay for the courses - cost would
certainly be a factor. And the textbook/material cost was a barrier for some as well.
One of the concerns mentioned was: “Does the contact centre industry really value this training and
recognize it as an asset – like the CIM program – especially when it appears not a lot of people in the
industry even know what the CIS program is – or that it even exists?”
The location/s were okay for the majority of the participants, however now that the U of MB’s campus
facility is no longer located downtown (due to a fire) having to get to the Pembina location for the
university courses is difficult for some – and parking is also an issue there. Also for people who do not
drive – the MCCA location on Waverly posed some challenges for busing. People seemed to like being
able to have sessions held at various contact centre locations.
Availability of course selection for MCCA seems to be a bit of a challenge for people who may be
interested in other courses besides the 3 main ones (CRM, Operations, Technology). Or if someone takes
some time off and then wants to start the program again – they need to wait for the sessions to be
available.
There is also the big issue of Work-Life Balance. Many people expressed this as a concern – even
though they realize that there is a benefit to them to take the program. I am not sure if they understand
the time commitment or not – but this was a big barrier for many to continue to complete the program.

Managers/Directors feedback on the CIS Program
I was able to interview some Managers/ Directors of the participants in the CIS program. Please note
that many of the current Managers/Directors of the participants did not work with the participants
during the time they took the program – these people have not been included in this summation.
When speaking to these managers, they all mentioned that the participants have and are applying their
new learning’s to their roles. There are a few that have taken courses over the past 12 months that are
now in either acting supervisor roles, or are new supervisors, so the information they are learning is
assisting them in their career development.
Examples of areas within the Supervisor roles that have seen an impact after participating in the CIS
courses are:
- (Customer Relationship Management) In workforce management knowledge – having a better
understanding of what it does and the impact of staffing; with the understanding of Customer
Relationship Management, the participant has been able to better coach and provide feedback to their
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staff due to their better understanding of the impact of CRM – which is improving the performance of
the team.
- (Customer Relationship Management) The Manager felt that the course was a great refresher and had
improved the attitude of the participant within her team. This has ultimately improved the quality,
productivity and moral on the team and improved team performance. Quality scores have improved
due to a better understanding of CRM.
- (OPERATIONS) Knowing how to look at data differently – not just the first draft but now being able to
drill down to the agent level and look at what is driving change. I.E. when looking at email – piece/hour
– now has removed the spam prior to the agents receiving the emails – this has improved productivity –
as they are now looking at true email – providing improved performance measurements for the agents
and client as well.
- (Supervisor 1&2) Manager found these courses to be very valuable to the development of a new
Supervisor. Often smaller companies are not in a position to have their own training program – and the
Certificate in Interdisciplinary Studies is a great course. The participant was able to start applying her
knowledge of performance management, coaching, and delivery of feedback immediately – and
increased productivity was noticed. As well as building a level of confidence which improved her
decision making and brought with it an extra level of evaluation.
- (Certificate in Interdisciplinary Studies) - The manager finds that the individual who participated in this
program is a fabulous asset to her team –he continues to grow and apply various techniques with his
team. The morale on his team is great and over the past 2 years the attendance rate on his team is the
best in the contact centre of the company.
Overall – the Managers/Directors I did speak to value the Certificate in Interdisciplinary Studies program
and will continue to encourage their up and coming/and current supervisors to participate in the
courses. Some of the Directors have several people in an early Supervisor/Team Lead role – and would
like to have all of them participate but due to budgets they need to restrict all of them registering at the
same time.

For reinforcement of the material learned –I asked the Managers/Directors were asked “How was
support to the individuals provided to encourage using the new knowledge and skills?”
There were a few Managers who discussed the sessions with their employee/s – by holding one-on-one
meetings, reviewing the information together and brainstorming how to use it within the business and
with their teams – but overall there was not a lot of this done – therefore leaving it up to the individuals
to implement and try new things.
It was mentioned that the MCCA provide follow-up sessions – however this was noted as perhaps not
being possible due to time and cost.
Overall - Many of the Managers/Directors were not really aware of the content of the courses and thus
were unable to actively assist the participant in applying the knowledge and skills on the job – which is
unfortunate.
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How the employees within a company are made aware of the CIS program?
Some of the Managers/Directors were not even aware that the CIS course existed (these were newer to
this position) but would like to know more about it – and had suggested that perhaps the MCCA contact
them to arrange to hold a meeting with several of their managers/directors to educate them on the CIS
program so they could better identify if they have people they would like to send. (MTS would really
appreciate a presentation on the CIS program and you could contact Kathy Gerard to arrange.)
However I expanded on the issue of, – “How do people who are interested in moving into a Supervisor
role get to find out that the CIS program exists for Contact Centre Supervisors and is recognized by the
Contact Centre Industry?” And the answer – they are not.
Suggestions made on how to promote the CIS course to increase enrollment and further educate the
industry were:
 Create posters about the CIS program and post them within contact centres around the city –
and perhaps business’s that people frequent
 Put an ad on the Radio
 Have a Graduate go to speak/present to a company / school about their success in taking the
CIS program

How are employees made aware of the other training and conference sessions the MCCA holds?
The CIS course participants do get the emails the MCCA sends out to advise them of the training, etc.
The Managers/Directors mentioned they also get the emails – and that for the most part they forward
them onto the people they feel would benefit from the sessions. The HR department also sends them
out.
When showed the list of the upcoming sessions for the Fall/Winter 2013-14 – they were not aware of
these. Most know they can go to the web-site to see them – but often do not have the time or do not
think of it.


They would like to have a “LIST” format of the events - which would be helpful – then they would
go to the website for additional information.

Most agreed they would make a point of promoting the training MCCA offered by encouraging their
employees to take the CIS program and to participate in other training MCCA offers.
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As a Manager/Director – what training do you feel is your biggest need and what other training would
you like to see made available to you and your employees?
The following are the top 6 Training requests:
1. Budgeting / Finance – need to gain efficiency and understanding of how to run the financing of
a contact centre, and how to create and work with the budgets. What it means, how to run the
business as a profitable one, how to manage finances in a customer service outsourced
environment, etc.
2. How to Coach to increase Sales. Even in the customer service industry – it is necessary to make
and encourage sales – but the Agents and Supervisors are conditioned to only want to do
customer service and they all need training in Sales. Performance/Goals – Accountability
3. Generational training – i.e. younger Supervisor with older team members – relating with the
various generations – using real examples and case studies.
4. Workforce Management training – what is available seems to be quite basic – contact centres
need something more in-depth - Best Practice Session to share info, Planning and Forecasting,
Scheduling, Scorecards
5. Need an Intermediate or Advanced Operations Course – the CIS Operations is a good starter
but more is needed (expand on contact centre Skills Based Routing, Direct Inward
Dialing’s/Vector Directory Number’s, detail on building reports from the switch, Automatic Call
Distribution, Etc, How to conduct Agent traces, how to write policy and procedure, Workforce
Mgmt, Call Flow Coordinator info, etc)
6. Stress Management – Conflict Management – to be available once/year – like the Mutual
respect/diversity training. Would be great if someone could travel around to various centres to
deliver this.
Other training needs mentioned:











Change Management
Need a good Team Leader Development program in house
Communication Skills – Written, Oral, customer, management, email
The difference between Supervisor and Manager/Leadership roles – and how to transition from
an agent or team lead to a Supervisor role
Professionalism
Agent training – (handling Difficult customers/situations, Call control, Multi tasking skills,
Coaching, Excel basics)
For Management – advanced Power Point, Word, Outlook, grammar and email
Training on Vision/Mission/Values – how to tie in all of this to the Customer Service
environment
Leadership training – to include Change Mgmt, Conflict Resolution, different Leadership Styles –
all using actual examples. (did promote training – and they were interested)
Webinars on specific topics – ones that workbooks would be a part of with after session Q&A
and discussion topics for individual companies to conduct on their own right after the session
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Would like these to be in the form of a lunch-and-learn option.
They all prefer the Face-to-face training over e-learning, reading, etc and the ½ day or full day
training had mixed reviews – depends on the location of the training and work environment – re
distance

As a Supervisor/Team Lead – what training do you feel is your biggest need and what other training
would you like to see made available to you and your employees?
The following are the top 6 training requests:
1. Conflict Management / Resolution / Dealing with discipline/ Internal conflict as a CIS Elective
course
2. Contact centre Financial Management (budget creation, reading a budget, calculating cost per
call, capacity planning, expenses, etc, How to run a client account as your own business)
3. Transitioning from the front line to a supervisor role
4. Sales training – when providing customer service (up selling, cross selling, understanding Sales is
delivering Customer Service) Sales – for customer service – but more organic – new methods –
not old school sales - This should be a requirement of a Supervisor
5. Generational Gaps – dealing with this and diversity / how to train and teach various generations
6. Workforce Management - Call Flows, Scheduling, Breaks, absenteeism, SLA’s, etc
Other training needs mentioned:

















More training on Coaching, Performance Management/reviews, Creating development plans,
holding difficult conversations
Client interactions, Communications
Call Quality / evaluating / beginner and expert levels / calibration / developing monitoring forms
(yes or no / number values / letter values)
Working with all cultures, disabilities, ethnic groups, Unionized and non-unionized
Time Management
Leadership skills
More advanced supervisor program (Workplace Education was too Beginner)
Negotiation techniques / competing for same resources
Best Practice session for Sales (inbound centers)
Dealing with upset customers and individuals
Train-the-trainer
Accountability
Customer Engagement
Customer Service/ how to coach interpersonal skills (using theory and examples – what works
and what doesn’t)
Toast Masters
How to manage up – build business cases – need organization to understand what a contact
centre is
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Motivational course (challenge to motivate unmotivated people)

Great Outcomes – Good News Stories
Canada Drugs – Live Chat
* 2 of the participants, from the Canada Drug team were able to take information learned in the
Technology course, which related to Live Chat. Their initial interpretation for the Chat in the centre was
to use it for PR reasons and it was perceived as a “Cost” service. From the information discussed in the
course (along with the Sales discussion in the Operations course) – they realized there was so much
more that could be done with it. They presented a business case to the management team – and
worked on improving what they had as well as worked with the training team to provide additional
training to staff. They improved the conversion rate of the Chat conversions from 5% to 16% in 3
months. (going from a Customer service program with virtually no value to now contributing to over
$50,000 in monthly sales) They now have a program in place that also recognizes people who perform
well at this initiative and have additional staff that provide this service.
MTS – Improved Key Performance Indicators
*A participant – from MTS – after taking this course was able to explain and show a department what
the key performance indicators (KPI’s) for their job meant and how they could impact them. They had a
big issue with wait times from internal customers. Working with this department reduced the calling
wait time – which ultimately lead to increased productivity and increased quality flowing back to the
external customer (shortened the callers wait times over all)
City of Wpg – 311
*Taking the CIS course assisted Yolanda with her career path, as well as being a part of the MCCA. In
2002 she was working as a specialist within the contact centre and later moved to a manager’s position.
She was able to assist with the 311 contact centre initiative in 2009 to assist her team to prepare and
understand the changes and how to be competitive within the industry with addressing service levels,
etc.
TWCC – Career move
* This program assisted Jerilyn in obtaining her goal to become a Supervisor – and now she has a goal to
become a manager. It provided her with the tools to demonstrate how she can work within the contact
centre environment, work with her teams and understand how to manage her teams as a business. She
understands the “power-of-one” and how to work with SMART goals. Understanding how service levels,
absenteeism, and availability impact the centre enables her to make educated decisions on how to
manage her team. She felt that the CIS program was very beneficial for her.
CAA – Career Move
*Brad is just beginning to advance his career within CAA. He is enrolled in the CIS program and to date
has shown his commitment to implement different ideas, demonstrate some of his learning’s to his
peers and team – and to always look for ways to improve the customers experience. He is currently in an
acting Team Supervisor
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His Manager has also seen Brad grow after taking one course – with better understanding of workforce
management and looks forward to Brad growing into a supervisor role. She has also seen an increase in
his confidence level and coaching abilities after participating in the MCCA Leadership series.
Skybridge – Data Improvement
*Knowing how to look at data differently – not just the first draft but now being able to drill down to the
agent level and looks at what is driving change. I.E. when looking at email – piece/hour – now has
removed the spam prior to the agents receiving the emails – this had improved productivity – as now
looking at true email – providing improved performance measurements for the agents and client as well.
* Many people have expressed how the CIS program has helped them to be more confident, innovative
Supervisors and Coaches to their teams, as well as to better understand how to manage their teams in a
proactive manner. They have increased not only the quality scores of their teams, but the moral on the
teams as well. They understand the importance of increased productivity, quality and accountability.

Conclusion
Overall, after interviewing the participants of the CIS Certification Program, (the ones who have
graduated as well as the ones who are currently taking the program) and their respective
Managers/Directors, the CIS Program is viewed as being very beneficial to the development of
employees within the contact centre industry. Taking the various courses assisted many in pursuing
their careers within the industry and they are now employed in supervisor or manager roles today.
Many also took a variety of new ideas and concepts back to their respective workplaces and
implemented changes which impacted their bottom line or impacted the moral and productivity within
their teams.
The Return on the Investment (ROI) for this CIS program can be measured by the skills and knowledge
gained from the courses – and seeing how this knowledge has been applied within the industry, to
continually show improvements in productivity and quality. This has happened within many of the
companies represented in this evaluation, from improved moral and reduced absenteeism to increased
Sales in an “On-line Chat” application.
The people interviewed would recommend this program to others looking to advance their careers
within the contact centre industry.
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